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TCM Diagnosis

• Pulse, tongue dx 
(represents 
predisposition, not 
necessarily disease)

• Metaphors for sets 
of body processes

• Observation
• Questioning



The 4 Substances

• Blood
– vital substance

• Qi
– vital energy

• Yin
– vital essence

• Yang
– vital function



5 Internal Organs

• Functional organ systems, associated with 
observed related processes (no dissection)

• Lung—surveilance immunity, respiration
• Heart—cardiovascular, nervous system
• Liver—”free and easy wanderer”
• Spleen—digestion, immunity (stem cells)
• Kidney—storage of vital reserves, 

produces, regulates enzymes, blood cells



TCM—the 5 Internal Organs
• Lung

– Gathers air, a component of Qi (along with grain Qi)
– metal, descends, spreads Qi throughout the body, exterior immunity (wei Qi), skin, hair

• Heart
– Functions of the cardiovascular system, higher nervous system functions
– fire, stores shen, governs vessels, reflects in facial complexon

• Spleen
– separates worthwhile from waste in food, deep immune functions
– earth, source of production of Qi, Blood; governs muscle, limbs

• Kidney
– water, stores essence, yin, governs growth, development, “root of life

• Liver  (rules emotions)
– wood, “free and easy wanderer;” stores blood, opens into eyes, tendons, reflects in nails





Basic Pattern Discrimination 1-8 Principle patterns

• Exterior refers to a disease manifesting in the superficial layers of the body – skin, 
hair, flesh, and meridians. It is characterized by aversion to cold and/or wind, 
headache, muscle ache, mild fever, a "floating" pulse, and a normal tongue appearance.

• Interior refers to disease manifestation in the zàng-fǔ, or (in a wider sense) to any 
disease that can not be counted as exterior. There are no generalized characteristic 
symptoms of interior patterns, since they'll be determined by the affected zàng or fǔ
entity.

• Cold is generally characterized by aversion to cold, absence of thirst, and a white 
tongue fur. More detailed characterization depends on whether cold is coupled with 
vacuity or repletion.

• Heat is characterized by absence of aversion to cold, a red and painful throat, a dry 
tongue fur and a rapid and floating pulse, if it falls together with an exterior pattern. In 
all other cases, symptoms depend on whether heat is coupled with vacuity or repletion.

Source: Wikipedia common license



Pattern Discrimination 2
• Vacuity often referred to as "deficiency", can be further differentiated into 

vacuity of qi, xuě, yin and yang, with all their respective characteristic 
symptoms. Yin vacuity can also be termed "vacuity-heat", while yang 
vacuity is equivalent to "vacuity-cold"

• Repletion often called "excess", generally refers to any disease that can't 
be identified as a vacuity pattern, and usually indicates the presence of 
one of the Six Excesses, or a pattern of stagnation (of qi, xuě, etc.).

• Yin and yang are universal aspects all things can be classified under, this 
includes diseases in general as well as the Eight Principles' first three 
couples. For example, cold is identified to be a yin aspect, while heat is 
attributed to yang.

Source: Wikipedia common license

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_Chinese_medicine#Qi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_Chinese_medicine#Yin_and_yang


Six Excesses (pathogens)
• Wind: rapid onset of symptoms, wandering location of symptoms, itching, nasal 

congestion, "floating" pulse; tremor, paralysis, convulsion
• Cold: cold sensations, aversion to cold, relief of symptoms by warmth, watery/clear 

excreta, severe pain, abdominal pain, contracture/hypertonicity of muscles, (slimy) 
white tongue fur, "deep"/"hidden" or "string-like" pulse, or slow pulse

• Fire/Heat: aversion to heat, high fever, thirst, concentrated urine, red face, red 
tongue, yellow tongue fur, rapid pulse. (Fire and heat are basically seen to be the 
same)

• Dampness: sensation of heaviness, sensation of fullness, symptoms of Spleen 
dysfunction, greasy tongue fur, "slippery" pulse

• Dryness: dry cough, dry mouth, dry throat, dry lips, nosebleeds, dry skin, dry stools
• Summerheat (暑, pinyin: shǔ): either heat or mixed damp-heat symptoms.[26]

Source: Wikipedia common license

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinyin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_Chinese_medicine#cite_note-Wiseman_1996-27


Pathogenic Influences, TCM

• Heat
• Cold
• Damp
• Dry
• 5 emotions
• Wind * vector



Heat Pathogen

• Yellow coating on tongue, 
usually acute infection or 
hypermetabolic state 
predisposing to infection

• Peeled, red tongue (yin 
deficiency), usually 
chronic inflammatory 
condition

Deficiency heat
-chronic inflammation
-common when older
-continual stress
-use of stimulants
-type A personality

True heat
-robust individual
-acute infections, 
inflammation
-predisposition to abdominal 
infections

Season, summer



Cold Pathogen

• Hypometabolic state
• “Attack” by external 

cold, or internal 
process 
(hypometabolic state)

• Predisposes to 
infections (colds), or 
digestive and 
metabolic problems

Season, winter



Dampness
• Water, electrolyte 

imbalance
• Excessive phlegm 

production
• Associated with allergies, 

digestive disorders (with 
diarrhea), immune 
imbalances, fatigue

• “Many signs indicate Damp-Heat 
such as oozing skin eruptions, 
swollen-painful eyes, sty on 
eyelids, oozing eyes, mouth 
ulcers.” (Maciocia)

Season: spring



Dryness

• Associated with water, 
electrolyte imbalance

• Kidney disorders
• Fever
• Digestive imbalances

Season—fall



5 Emotions

• Lung system: grief
• Heart system: 

joy/mania
• “Spleen”* system: 

excessive thinking, 
worry

• Kidney system: fear
• Liver system: 

irritability, anger
Spleen is not the physical organ, 
rather a “functional” organ associated 
with digestion and immunity



Metaphore-level of pathogen

• “Surface”level
• Muscle level
• Organ level
• Blood level
• Bone marrow



Pulse Diagnosis

• Galen, TCM, 
Ayurveda

• Difficult to learn, long 
practice to associate 
effectively with tx and 
outcomes

• Thready, wiry, 
constrained, irregular, 
tight, bounding, etc.



Pulse Diagnosis



Pulses—it’s all relative

• Strong, rapid (excess condition)
• Weak, rapid (yin deficiency + heat)
• Strong, not rapid (strong constitution)
• Weak, normal rate (Qi deficiency)
• No pulse—check your technique  :<)
• For fever, yellow coating on tongue, check 

pulse—very full or rapid often indicates pathogen 
is deeper, or pathogen is strong
– Can be more concerning



Pulse-Taking
First Things

• Warm hands
• Trim nails
• Find 1 pulse at a time, under each finger if necessary
• Use pads or tips of fingers
• General Guidelines:

– Check overal pulses (6 positions at once) first

– General stress of one’s life can influence pulse, let the 
patient settle down in clinic; don’t take pulse right away

– Caffeine, physical exercise



“normal pulse”

• Steady, usu. 65-80 bmp
• Continuous sine wave
• Smooth, but not slippery
• Strong, but not forceful
• Not hard or soft under fingers
• Middle pulse, not superficial or deep
• Not tense or nervous
• Strength is not always relevant



Yin and Yang

• Yin = substances that facilitate biochemical 
processes (hormones, 
neurotransmitters)
– Vital substance

• Yang = active biochemical processes
– Vital process

• Qi = Vital energy
• Blood = the blood and all the sunstances it 

contains (hormones, lymphocytes, etc.)



Main Pulse Types

• Superficial (attack by pathogen; deficiency 
syndromes)

• Deep (chronic, established syndrome; interior 
syndrome)

• Slow (weakness of spleen and stomach; cold)
• Rapid (heat syndromes; exhaustion of yin, 

substances)
• Feeble (exhaustion of qi and blood)
• Forceful (excess syndrome, pain, excess yang qi)



Classification of the 
28 Pulses



28 Pulses  part 2



28 Pulses  Part 3



Pulse Waves  1



Pulse Waves  2



Pulse Waves  3



Pulse Waves  4



Pulse Waves  5



Pulse Waves  6



Pulse Waves  7



Pulse Waves  8



Summary of Useful Pulses

• Surface (infectious agent is present)
• Deep (chronic condition)
• Thready (low vitality, immune function)
• Forceful or bounding (well-established 

infection; fever, overeating, obesity; 
constitutional)

• Wiry (liver “constraint,” hepatitis, gall 
bladder conditions);



Tongue Diagnosis
• Previously used in all 

branches disciplines of 
medicine

• Developed over 2,000 years 
in TCM

• Not as difficult to assess as 
pulses 

• Changes more slowly than 
pulses

• Not to dx disease, but 
insights to predisposition



Best Reference Texts

• Tongue Diagnosis in 
Chinese Medicine 
(Maciocia)

• Atlas of Chinese Tongue 
Diagnosis (Kirschbaum)

• http://www.giovanni-
maciocia.com/tonguegalle
ry/



Tongue Map









Chronic nervous system disorders (insomnia, anxiety)











Symptoms and conditions associated with tongue types



Normal Tongue

• Good “spirit” (shen)
• Few cracks, even surface
• Thin white, rooted coating
• Not swollen or shrunken
• Not too red or pale 

(uniform pinkish red)
• No scallops on edges
• Not too dry or wet
• Free of red dots



Spleen Qi Deficiency

• Reduced production of 
digestive enzymes and 
poor motility, immune 
deficiency

• Tongue: puffy, scallops, 
shaky

• Indicated herbs:
– ginger
– ginseng
– astragalus
– atractylodes



Kidney Yin Deficiency

• Adrenal insufficiency, low 
cortisol production

• Immune component; 
interaction with hormones

• Herbs for strengthening:
– Panax quinquefolius
– Arctium lappa rt. (burdock)
– Rehmannia glutinosa
– Ligustrum lucidum

• Associated with chronic 
inflammatory conditionsRed, peeled tongue
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